TODAY, MOST OF WHAT WE USE THE WEB FOR ON A DAY-TO-DAY BASIS AREN'T JUST WEB PAGES. THEY'RE APPLICATIONS.

Brian Rakowski, Product Manager

PEOPLE ARE WATCHING AND UPLOADING VIDEOS, CHATTING WITH EACH OTHER, PLAYING WEB-BASED GAMES...

ALL THESE THINGS THAT DIDN'T EXIST WHEN THE FIRST BROWSERS WERE CREATED.

Pam Greene, Software Engineer

WOULDN'T IT BE GREAT, THEN, TO START FROM SCRATCH --

-- AND DESIGN SOMETHING BASED ON THE NEEDS OF TODAY'S WEB APPLICATIONS AND TODAY'S USERS?

2008
FIRST, BROWSERS NEED TO BE MORE STABLE. WHEN YOU'RE WRITING AN IMPORTANT EMAIL OR EDITING A DOCUMENT, A BROWSER CRASH IS A BIG DEAL.

BROWSERS ALSO NEED TO BE FASTER. THEY NEED TO START FASTER, LOAD PAGES FASTER -- AND FOR WEB APPS, JAVASCRIPT ITSELF CAN BE A LOT FASTER.

THEY NEED TO BE MORE SECURE. GIVEN WHAT'S KNOWN ABOUT MASS BROWSER EXPLOITS, BROWSERS NEED ARCHITECTURAL CHANGES TO DISADVANTAGE MALWARE.

AND WE WANT BROWSERS TO FIND THAT SWEET SPOT BETWEEN TOO MANY FEATURES AND TOO FEW, WITH A CLEAN, SIMPLExE AND EFFICIENT USER INTERFACE.

FINALLY, GOOGLE CHROME IS A FULLY OPEN SOURCE BROWSER.

WE WANT OTHERS TO ADOPT IDEAS FROM US -- JUST AS WE'VE ADOPTED GOOD IDEAS FROM OTHERS.
Part One

Stability, Testing and the Multi-Process Architecture

When we started this project, the Gears guys were saying that one of the problems with browsers is that they're inherently single-threaded.

For example, once you have JavaScript executing, it's going to keep going, and the browser can't do anything else until JavaScript returns control to the browser.

So developers write APIs that are asynchronous --

-- and every now and then the browser locks up because JavaScript is hung up on something.

Call me as soon as you're done!

Sure thing!

HTTP://WWW.WTF??.COM

8BOO-BEEP! ALL CIRCUITS ARE BUSY...
The Gears guys were thinking about a multi-threaded browser, but that led us to talk about, well, instead of multiple threads --

Browser: Process

-- What if we have multiple processes? Each having its own memory and its own copy of the global data structures.

Chrome Process Manager

Process

We're applying the same kind of process isolation you find in modern operating systems.

So, separate processes rendering separate tabs.
And now you have separate Javascript threads as well.

One tab can be busy, while you're still using all the others.

And if there's a browser bug in the renderer (and our experience is that it's almost impossible to eliminate all bugs), we still only lose the one tab.

When one tab goes down you get a 'sad tab' but it doesn't crash the whole browser.

And yes, it really looks like this.

A multi-process design means using a bit more memory up front. Each process has a fixed additional cost.

But over time, it will also mean less memory bloat.

In a traditional browser, you only have one process and one address space that you keep loading web pages into.

When you have too many tabs open, you can close some to free up memory.

When you bring in another tab, you use the memory that was previously used.
But as time goes on, fragmentation results -- little bits of memory still get used even when a tab gets closed.

Either we have memory that nothing can refer to again, or there's a piece of de-allocated memory we still have pointers to.

So when the browser wants to open a new tab, it can't fit it in the existing space --

-- and so the OS has to grow the browser's address space.

And this problem grows all day, as the lifetime of the browser extends.

Hurry up, dammit! Try closing some tabs.

I did!!

But when a tab is closed in Google Chrome, you're ending the whole process --
Open a new tab now, and you're starting from scratch.

So as you browse, we're creating and destroying processes all the time. If there's a crazy memory leak it won't affect you for that long because you'll probably close the tab at some point and get that memory back.

-- And all that memory gets reclaimed.

And we're taking it one step further. Suppose you navigate from domain A to domain B. There's no need for any relationship between the two sites --

-- So now we can throw away the old rendering engine, the old data structures, the old process.

So, even within a tab, we can be collecting and tossing out the garbage, recycling the whole process.
AND JUST LIKE WITH YOUR OS, YOU CAN LOOK UNDER THE HOOD WITH GOOGLE CHROME’S TASK MANAGER TO SEE WHAT SITES ARE USING THE MOST MEMORY, DOWNLOADING THE MOST BYTES, AND ABUSING YOUR CPU.

YOU CAN EVEN SEE PLUG-INS WITHIN THE TAB, SINCE THEY APPEAR IN CHROME’S TASK MANAGER AS SEPARATE PROCESSES.

WHY IS THIS APPLICATION DOWNLOADING THE ENTIRE INTERNET?

SO, WHEN THINGS START FREAKING OUT, YOU’LL FINALLY HAVE SOME INSIGHT INTO WHO’S MISBEHAVING AND WHY --

-- AND ELIMINATE ‘EM.

PLACING BLAME WHERE BLAME BELONGS.
Google Chrome is a massive, complicated product that will need to load billions of different web pages, so testing is critical.

Huan Ren, Software Engineer

Fortunately, here at Google, we have an equally massive infrastructure for crawling web pages.

Within 20–30 minutes of each new browser build, we can test it on tens of thousands of different web pages.

Each week, “Chrome Bot” tests millions of pages, giving our developers early results they’d otherwise have to wait until external beta for.

The key is catching problems as early as possible. It is less expensive and easier to fix them right away. After a few days it is harder to track them down.

Splat!

Bzzzz!

And catching them early helps engineers write better code. They say, “Oh, this mistake is part of a pattern” and the next time, they’re less likely to make it.

Erik Kay, Software Engineer
OF COURSE, THERE ARE BILLIONS, MAYBE TRILLIONS OF WEBPAGES OUT THERE. IF EACH BUILD IS TESTED AGAINST A MILLION SITES, WHICH MILLION DO WE USE?

FORTUNATELY, WE HAVE A UNIQUE TAKE ON THIS PROBLEM ALSO.

THERE ARE SEVERAL WAYS WE TEST EACH CHECK-IN. FROM UNIT TESTS OF INDIVIDUAL PIECES OF CODE --

-- TO AUTOMATED UI TESTING OF SCRIPTED USER ACTIONS LIKE "CLICKED BACK BUTTON... WENT TO PAGE..." --

-- TO FUZZ TESTING: SENDING YOUR APPLICATION RANDOM INPUT.
In layout testing, Webkit found that producing a schematic of what the browser thinks it’s displaying is a more precise way to compare layouts than taking screenshots and creating a cryptographic hash.

When we started we were passing 23% of Webkit’s layout tests. Moving from there to 99% has been a fun challenge and an interesting example of test-driven design.

There are limits to what we can do with automated testing.

We can’t test websites that require a password, for example.

And it’s not the same as a human being walking around and misusing things. We are using the browser in the way we’ve designed it to be used.

It’s hard to cover 100%, but that’s what we’re trying to do.

I don’t care if there’s one fewer cool feature. I just want this product to be rock solid.
Part Two

WEBKIT IS THE OPEN SOURCE RENDERING ENGINE WE USED FOR GOOGLE CHROME.

WE WERE IMPRESSED BY HOW FAST IT IS.

WE ALSO KNEW THERE WAS A TEAM AT GOOGLE WORKING ON ANDROID AND WE ASKED THEM, “WHY DID YOU GUYS USE WEBKIT?”

THEY SAID IT USES MEMORY EFFICIENTLY, WAS EASILY ADAPTED TO EMBEDDED DEVICES, AND IT WAS EASY FOR NEW BROWSER DEVELOPERS TO LEARN TO MAKE THE CODE BASE WORK.

BROWSERS ARE COMPLEX. ONE OF THE THINGS DONE WELL WITH WEBKIT IS THAT IT'S KEPT SIMPLE.
Because JavaScript is so important to the web today --

-- We decided it was important to work on building a JavaScript virtual machine --

-- Which is exactly what the V8 team in Denmark did.

The V8 team are experts at virtual machines. Whatever language you want to put into a VM, they can tell you how to write it.

But previous virtual machines for JavaScript were designed for small programs, where the performance and interactivity of the system weren't that important.

Virtual machines provide safety and platform independence.

They just wanted to run some very basic stuff on a webpage.

Lars Bak, Software Engineer, V8

Kasper Lund, Software Engineer, V8
But now, you have web applications like Gmail that are using the web browser to its fullest when it comes to DOM manipulations and JavaScript --

-- and that simplistic approach to JavaScript engines isn't enough anymore.

So we started with no code, just some wild ideas about how to make it go really fast --

-- such as introducing hidden class transitions.

JavaScript itself is classless. You can create a new object, dynamically add properties to it and go on.

But in V8, as execution goes on, objects that end up with the same properties will share the same hidden class and we can start applying dynamic optimizations based on that.

Another factor in V8's speed is dynamic code generation.

When other JavaScript engines run, they look at the JavaScript source code and generate an internal representation of it they can interpret.
But, when you have to do interpretation, you have to look at the structure of your internal representation over and over again.

So instead, V8 looks at the JavaScript source code and generates machine code that can run directly on the CPU that’s running the browser.

When you interpret once and compile machine code, then that code is your representation of the JavaScript source code and it doesn’t need to be interpreted, it just runs.

Finally, the core design flaw of current JavaScript engines --

-- is bad garbage collection behavior.

JavaScript and other modern object-oriented programming languages have automatic memory management.

If you don’t have a reference to an object anymore, its memory can be reclaimed by the system. That’s garbage collection, and it’s a fairly trivial process.

But in existing JavaScript virtual machines, they use conservative garbage collection --
-- WHICH MEANS THAT BECAUSE YOU DON'T KNOW EXACTLY WHERE ALL THE POINTERS ARE --

-- YOU START SEARCHING THROUGH THE EXECUTION STACK TO SEE WHICH WORDS LOOK LIKE POINTERS.

BUT THE ONES THAT SORT OF LOOK LIKE POINTERS COULD ALSO BE INTEGERS THAT JUST HAPPEN TO HAVE THE SAME ADDRESS AS AN OBJECT IN THE OBJECT HEAP.

IN V8, WE ARE USING PRECISE GARbage COLLECTION, SO WE KNOW PRECISELY WHERE ALL OF THE POINTERS ARE ON THE STACK AND THIS GIVES US SEVERAL ADVANTAGES.

ONE IS THAT WE CAN MIGRATE AN OBJECT TO ANOTHER PLACE AND JUST REWIRE THE POINTER.

AND, BECAUSE WE KNOW PRECISELY WHERE ALL THE POINTERS ARE, WE CAN ALSO IMPLEMENT INCREMENTAL GARbage COLLECTION.

MEANING QUICK GARbage COLLECTION ROUND-TRIPS THAT ARE CLOSE TO A FEW MILLISECONDS, COMPARED TO PROCESSING ALL 100MB OF DATA WHICH COULD CAUSE SECOND-LONG PAUSES.
This means much better interactive performance of web applications, like smoother drag and drops.

V8 has a specific API that Google Chrome uses, but the core part of the engine is independent of the browser.

So, other browsers can include it --

-- or, if there's another project that JavaScript can apply to, developers can take V8 by itself.

We hope V8's performance will set a new bar, and that the other development teams will continue to improve in this space.

Because if you look at any other system that's become faster over time, what happens is that you get bigger, better, more inventive apps.
In Google Chrome, the primary piece of the user interface is the tab.

As soon as we started thinking about it that way, the design naturally followed.

We began rebuilding the UI so the tabs were on top.

We could detach the tabs easily because of the separation of the browser and tab processes.

Move it from window to window and the tab’s state goes with it.
AND BECAUSE THE TABS ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT PART OF THE UI, EACH TAB HAS ITS OWN CONTROLS.

AND ITS OWN URL BOX.

WHICH AROUND HERE WE'VE BEEN CALLING THE ‘OMNIBOX.’

THE OMNIBOX HANDLES FAR MORE THAN JUST URLs.

IT ALSO OFFERS SUGGESTIONS FOR SEARCHES, TOP PAGES YOU'VE VISITED BEFORE, PAGES YOU HAVEN'T VISITED BUT ARE POPULAR AND MORE...

YOU HAVE FULL TEXT SEARCH OVER YOUR HISTORY. IF YOU FOUND A GOOD SITE FOR DIGITAL CAMERAS YESTERDAY, YOU DON'T HAVE TO BOOKMARK THAT PAGE.

JUST TYPE ‘DIGITAL CAMERA’ AND QUICKLY GET BACK TO IT.

Glen Murphy, Software Engineer
When the team suggested autocompletion in line, I said I HATED IT when browsers stick all this crap into a location bar as I'm typing. It's never what I want.

But, they said, no, no, it'll be fine, trust us -- and they went on and made it something really compelling...

Inline completions will never flicker, never flash. It's perfectly aesthetically non-distracting.

Plus, it'll only autocomplete to something you've explicitly typed before.

Type `c` return
And you might go straight to cnn.com --

But never to cnn.com/2008/politics/07/27/campaign.wrap/index.html?ref=

And when you search on sites like Amazon, Wikipedia or even Google --

Search Books Tutte

-- the search boxes on those pages are captured on your local system --

-- so you can search those same sites with different terms later on, straight from the address bar, by starting the site's name and pressing 'tab'.

Search Amazon: Zamfir

Click! return
Open a new tab in most browsers today, and you’ll get your homepage.

But the action of opening a tab is a statement of intent: you want to go someplace!

Some users have a blank page because it opens quickly.

Maybe you know where. Maybe you don’t know and need to search.

We’re going to show a page that is designed to be fast, but also helps you complete that action.

Our default experience, then, is the new tab page with your nine most visited pages here — and the sites you search on most here.
IT'S THE PAGES YOU WERE GOING TO TYPE INTO THE URL BOX ANYWAY. GOOGLE CHROME USES YOUR BEHAVIOR IN THE OMNIBOX TO FEED INTO THAT PAGE.

YOU MIGHT OPEN IT AND BE, LIKE, WHAT'S ALL MY STUFF DOING HERE? BUT AFTER A WHILE, YOU SEE THIS PAGE AND IT'S JUST YOU, IT'S YOUR BROWSER.

GOOGLE CHROME HAS A PRIVACY MODE. YOU CAN CREATE AN 'INCognito' WINDOW AND NOTHING THAT OCCURS IN THAT WINDOW IS EVER LOGGED ON YOUR COMPUTER.

IT'S A READ-ONLY MODE: YOU CAN STILL ACCESS YOUR BOOKMARKS, BUT NONE OF YOUR HISTORY IS SAVED IN THE BROWSER --

-- AND WHEN YOU CLOSE THE WINDOW, THE COOKIES FROM THAT SESSION ARE WIPED OUT.
Want to keep a surprise gift a secret?

Just continue to browse normally in any other window.

There’s no concept of a drive-by pop-up in Chrome. Javascript has no way to force a pop-up into your world.

Pop-ups are scoped to the tab they came from --

Easy money?

Low! Low rates!

Hot! Hot! Girls!

Big! Big! Bucks!

Wowwww!

-- and confined there.

If it’s something you want, though --

-- just drag it out and it’ll be promoted to its own window.

Gulp!

Audio Player

Burp!
Developers call the UI frame of the browser its "Chrome."

We wanted to reduce the "Chrome" of Google Chrome. In the case of web apps, we've made it so you can launch them in their own streamlined window, without the URL box and browser toolbar.

We don't want to interrupt anything the user is trying to do.

If you can just ignore the browser, we've done a good job.
MALWARE AND PHISHING ARE A HUGE PROBLEM FOR USERS, AFFECTING TRUST AND CONFIDENCE IN THE WEB.

WHEN WE STARTED THIS PROJECT, IT WAS A VERY DIFFERENT LANDSCAPE FROM WHEN THE OTHER BROWSERS STARTED.

BACK THEN, IT WAS ABOUT RENDERING THE PAGE AND GETTING THE COOL THINGS WORKING. THERE WAS NO MONETARY INCENTIVE TO PUT MALWARE ON USERS' MACHINES.

NOW, MALWARE IS VERY FINANCIALLY DRIVEN. IT'S ALL ABOUT STEALING PASSWORDS AND MOVING MONEY AROUND.

IN THINKING ABOUT SECURITY, WE BEGAN WITH THE ASSUMPTION THAT YOUR BROWSER WOULD GET COMPROMISED.

YOU WILL EVENTUALLY ENCOUNTER MALWARE.

"Half-Empty"

Ian Fette, Product Manager

John Abd-El-Malek, Software Engineer

Carlos Pizano, Software Engineer
WITH **SANDBOXING**, OUR GOAL IS TO PREVENT MALWARE FROM INSTALLING ITSELF ON YOUR COMPUTER OR USING WHAT HAPPENS IN ONE TAB TO AFFECT WHAT HAPPENS IN ANOTHER.

SO, FOR EACH OF THESE PROCESSES WE'VE STRIPPED AWAY ALL OF THEIR RIGHTS.

THEY CAN COMPUTE BUT THEY CAN'T WRITE FILES TO YOUR HARD DRIVE OR READ FILES FROM SENSITIVE AREAS LIKE YOUR DOCUMENTS OR DESKTOP.

OR AS THE SANDBOX TEAM PUT IT --

-- WE'VE TAKEN THIS EXISTING PROCESS BOUNDARY --

-- AND MADE IT INTO A JAIL.

SLAM!
THAT MEANS NO WATCHING YOU TYPE YOUR CREDIT CARD NUMBER.

NO INTERACTING WITH MOUSE OPERATIONS.

NO READING YOUR TAX RETURNS.

NO TELLING WINDOWS TO RUN AN EXECUTABLE AT START-UP.

SOMETHING BAD COULD BE RUNNING IN THIS TAB --

-- BUT AS SOON AS YOU CLOSE IT, IT'S GONE.

NO EFFECT ON YOUR MACHINE AND NO EFFECT ON OTHER PROCESSES.

THE PERIMETER OF THE SANDBOX IS LARGELY BASED ON PERMISSIONS.

VISTA USES A MODIFIED VERSION OF THE BIBA SECURITY MODEL WHICH HAS THREE LEVELS.

VERY TRUSTED.

SOMewhat TRUSTED.

NOT TRUSTED AT ALL.

Mark Larson, Program Manager
Typically, applications receiving and processing data from the internet are split into the two lower levels.

The problem is that unlike the high level, there is a lot of sensitive info here --

-- That this level should not be allowed to read!
IN OUR MODEL, THERE'S THE USER, AND THERE'S THE SANDBOX. AND ANY COMMUNICATIONS MUST BE INITIATED BY THE USER.

THIS SIDE CAN REPLY BUT IT HAS NO WAY TO ACCESS ANYTHING THAT ISN'T EXPLICITLY PROVIDED BY THE USER.

WE CAN DO THIS BECAUSE ALL OUR CODE IS NEW. WE'RE WRITING THE CODE. SO GOOGLE CHROME HAS FULL CONTROL OVER THIS.

!SMASH!

WITH ONE EXCEPTION -- PLUGINS.

BECAUSE WEBSITES ARE MORE THAN JUST HTML AND JAVASCRIPT.
In terms of permissions on the system, Google Chrome’s renderer may run at very low privileges. But there are plugins that run at the same level or even higher than the browser.

Plugins have capabilities that aren’t public standards, so we can’t sandbox these yet.

Though with some small changes on the part of the plugin makers, we can get them to run at a lower privilege which would be much much safer.

And meanwhile, we have a huge surface area reduction in vulnerability, from all this ---

--- to this.
When a plugin combines with HTML and JavaScript, it all runs in the same process.

If any part crashes or starts corrupting memory, they're all hosed.

So I worked on ripping plugins out of the rendering process and putting them in a separate process all their own.

In that way, the rest of the page can still be sandboxed, even if the plugin can't be.
SANDBOXING CAN HELP PROTECT USERS FROM MALWARE, BUT THEY CAN STILL BE TRICKED BY PHISHING.

IN A TYPICAL PHISHING SCHEME, AN Attacker Sends Out Mail Saying, “I’m Your Bank, Your Account Is Compromised, Give Me Your SSN So I Can Verify, Etc...”

THEN THEY SEND USERS TO A NEARLY EXACT COPY OF THEIR BANK’S WEBSITE AND START STEALING THEIR INFORMATION.

A LOT OF THESE GET TAKEN DOWN SOMEWHERE AROUND 24 HOURS --

-- THOUGH A FEW LAST UP TO 7 DAYS OR MORE.

THE HARD PART IS FINDING THEM CLOSE TO TIME ZERO.
Google Chrome is continually downloading lists of harmful sites, one for phishing, one for malware.

If you go to a website that matches the list, you'll get a warning.

Danger! Danger!

We've made this service freely available. We're happy to give it away. It's a public API.

There's a second list of malware websites. Websites where a ton of bad things might happen to your computer, just on arrival.

When we discover malicious content, we notify the owner of a website, who usually wasn't intending to be malicious, and they can take this information and clean up their site.
Another thing we built into Google Chrome is Gears.

Gears basically adds an API to your browser -- an extension that improves its capabilities.

From my perspective, Google Chrome and Gears are entering the web from two directions.

The browser project is an effort to make the web better for users.

The Gears team wants to make the web better for developers.
There are a lot of limitations to the kinds of applications that you can build today with web browsers, and the subset of things you can do is different for each browser. If one browser has a cool feature, that doesn’t help --

---

It has to exist across all browsers in order for developers to use it.

---

Gears is trying to improve the base functionality of all browsers, including Google Chrome. Whatever the advantages of building native apps over web apps, we want to build those enhancements through Gears --

---

-- and help them make their way into new standards across the web.
SO, OPEN STANDARDS ARE ONE WAY TO HELP ALL BROWSERS GET BETTER.

THE TEAM HAS ALSO DONE SOME INTERESTING THINGS WITH SPEED, STABILITY AND THE UI, LIKE THE NEW TAB PAGE.

SOME OF THESE MIGHT BECOME STANDARDS --

-- SOME MIGHT NOT.

BUT --

-- SINCE IT'S OPEN SOURCE --

-- OTHER BROWSER DEVELOPERS CAN TAKE WHAT THEY WANT OUT OF IT.
THEY DON'T HAVE TO PAY US. THEY DON'T HAVE TO ASK OUR PERMISSION.

THEY DON'T HAVE TO SHARE PATCHES OR REPORT BUGS.*

*THOUGH, IF THEY LIKE, WE HAVE SYSTEMS IN PLACE FOR THAT.

BUT THEY CAN BUILD ON WHAT WE'VE DONE AND BRING THEIR OWN CREATIVITY TO IT.

SURE, WE COULD SHIP A PROPRIETARY BROWSER AND HOLD IT IN.

BUT GOOGLE LIVES ON THE INTERNET.

IT'S IN OUR INTEREST TO MAKE THE INTERNET BETTER AND WITHOUT COMPETITION WE HAVE STAGNATION.

THAT'S WHY WE'RE OPEN SOURCING THE WHOLE THING. WE NEED THE INTERNET TO BE A FAIR, SMART, SAFE PLACE.
AS EXCITED AS WE ARE ABOUT BUILDING GOOGLE CHROME, IT'S IMPORTANT TO HELP ALL BROWSERS BECOME MORE POWERFUL --

-- TO KEEP EVOLVING WITH THE WEB AND CONTINUING TO BUILD A SOLID FOUNDATION FOR MODERN WEB APPLICATIONS.

WE OWE A GREAT DEBT TO OTHER OPEN SOURCE BROWSER PROJECTS -- ESPECIALLY, MOZILLA AND WEKIT.

THIS IS OUR CONTRIBUTION, AND WE HOPE PEOPLE WILL TAKE SOME OF THESE IDEAS, TOO; CHALLENGE THEM, BUILD ON THEM, AND KEEP MOVING THE WEB FORWARD.
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